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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT  
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF OKLAHOMA 

 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF 
FORENSIC COUNSELORS, INC., et al. 

)
)

 

 )  
 Plaintiffs, )  
 )  
vs. )             Case No. 14-CV-187-RAW 
 )  
NARCONON INTERNATIONAL, et al., )  
 )  
 Defendants. )  
 

REPLY BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF DAVID S. LEE’S MOTION TO DISMISS 
 
I. Plaintiffs’ allegation against Lee. 
 

Plaintiffs’ Response and Incorporated Brief in Opposition to Defendant David Lee’s 

Motion to Dismiss [“Response”] describes the subject matter of this case as “…the 

misappropriation and misuse of Plaintiffs’ logos, trademarks and certifications by Defendants for 

the purposes of marketing Narconon programs for profits and ultimately promoting the Church 

of Scientology.”  [Doc. No. 246, P. 2.]1  Plaintiffs are Nevada corporations who have their 

principal places of business in Indiana.  [Doc. No. 3 at  ¶¶ 1-2, P. 5.]  They allege no particular 

link to Oklahoma.  Instead, Plaintiff NAFC alleges that “[it] is a Certification Board providing 

nationally accredited certifications for professionals working with criminal offenders in the 

fields of criminal justice, corrections, addictions and mental health.”  [Id. at ¶ 88, P. 15, emphasis 

added.]  Plaintiff ACCFC describes itself as “…the Certification Commission of NAFC, which 

                                                 
1 It has come to the attention of undersigned counsel that Plaintiffs did, indeed, believe that all 
represented parties had been consulted prior to filing their Joint Application to Establish an 
Optional Unified Responsive Pleadings Schedule for all Served Defendants, Doc. No. 
237.  Another law firm had entered an appearance on behalf of Mr. Lee, in error, and Plaintiffs’ 
failure to contact undersigned about the application was a misunderstanding based on their belief 
that they had already met with Mr. Lee’s attorneys, and all represented parties were in 
agreement. 
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develops the standards, requirements, various committees, certification development, periodic 

review of certification requirements, etc. for NAFC certifications.”  [Id. at ¶ 95, P. 16.] 

Neither the wrongdoing, nor harm, alleged by Plaintiffs is focused upon this State; 

instead, it is alleged to be national.  [See, e.g., id. at ¶¶ 258-69, P. 39.]  The Complaint names 82 

Defendants, only 13 of whom are located in this State.  [Id. at PP. 1-5.] 

Defendant David Lee [“Lee”]2 is an Indiana resident.  [See Doc. No. 191-1 at ¶ 3.]  The 

company Lee is a corporate officer of, Intervention Services and Technologies, Inc. [“IST”] is an 

Indiana corporation with its principal place of business in that State.  [Id. at ¶ 1.]  IST is a named 

Defendant who has never been served. 

The Complaint has almost nothing to say about Mr. Lee.  Other than alleging where he 

resides [“Indiana,” P. 4], it does not use his name except in stating that he is an individual who 

“operate[s] websites for the purpose of referring business to Narconon Treatment Centers in 

exchange for a referral fee.”  [Doc. No. 3 at ¶ 113, P. 19.]  Even if true, this would not be 

actionable.  The Complaint also defines “Narconon Treatment Centers” as existing in many 

different states, and alleges only one such Center in Oklahoma.  [Id. at ¶ 112, P. 19.] 

The Complaint (and Response) attempt to base personal jurisdiction over this out-of-state 

Defendant primarily on internet sites [Id. at ¶ 86, P. 14], but neither allege that Lee ever 

maintained or owned a site that displayed Plaintiffs’ logos, certifications, etc., or in any way 

mentioned them.  Indeed, the Complaint specifically identifies the websites it contends “use the 

NAFC logo and certifications improperly and without authorization….”  [Id. at ¶ 250, P. 38.]  

None of them are owned by, operated by, or concern IST, much less Mr. Lee.  None of them are 

the sites in the Response’s “screen shots” evidence attached to the Response.  [See Doc. No. 

                                                 
2 Mr. Lee’s brother, Kevin Lee, is also referred to in the Complaint. 
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246.]  None of these attached screen-shots display Plaintiffs’ logos, trademarks, or certifications, 

or mention Plaintiffs in any way.  [See Doc. Nos. 246-2, 246-3, 246-6, 246-7, 246-8.] 

The notion of “conspiracy” is alleged by the Complaint only twice.  [Doc. No. 3, ¶¶ 292-

296, PP. 42-3.]  Lee is not personally named as a conspirator.  Instead, he is lumped in with “all 

Defendants.”  [Id.]  The allegations of conspiracy could scarcely be more conclusory and vague.  

As to personal jurisdiction by conspiracy, the Complaint states:  “Additionally, personal 

jurisdiction exists over all Defendants due to Defendants’ participation in a civil conspiracy with 

its co-Defendants located in this forum.”  [Id. at ¶ 86, P. 14.]  The nature of the conspiracy is 

alleged to be that:  “Defendants intentionally engaged in a common plan to utilize NAFC’s 

Certification, Mark and Logo to attract customers to Defendants’ drug treatment facilities.”  [Id. 

at ¶ 293, P. 42.]  When, how, and by what means, and for what purpose this conspiracy operated, 

the Complaint never bothers to explain.  Indeed, the evidence submitted by Plaintiffs states there 

was no conspiracy.  [Doc. No. 246-9 at PP. 3-4.]  As to Lee, there is not even an allegation of an 

“overt act” (or any act) in Oklahoma to further the conspiracy. 

II.  Applicable Legal Standards 
 

A) General Jurisdiction 

Plaintiffs contend Mr. Lee is subject to the “general jurisdiction” of Oklahoma.  The 

Response entirely omits to cite the United States Supreme Court’s 2014 decision in Daimler AG 

v. Bauman, 134 S. Ct. 746, 753 (2014).  Though the law would not have permitted jurisdiction 

here even before Daimler, that decision illustrates how far below the general jurisdictional 

threshold Plaintiffs fall.  Daimler held that a defendant must not only have in-forum contacts that 

are in some sense ‘continuous and systematic,’ he must have affiliations with the state that are so 

‘continuous and systematic,’ as to render him essentially at home in the forum State.  Id. at 762. 

Indeed, Daimler held that a defendant’s forum State contacts, even if extensive (Lee’s are 
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virtually non-existent) are not the end of the story.  They must be considered in context with all 

the defendant’s business activity, and must be unique to the forum. 

[T]he general jurisdiction inquiry does not “focu[s] solely on the magnitude of the 
defendant’s in-state contacts.”  General jurisdiction instead calls for an appraisal 
of a corporation’s activities in their entirety, nationwide and worldwide.  A 
corporation that operates in many places can scarcely be deemed at home in all of 
them.  Otherwise, “at home” would be synonymous with “doing business” tests 
framed before specific jurisdiction evolved in the United States. 

Id. at 762, n. 20 (quoting id. at 767 (Sotomayor, J., concurring in the judgment)). 

Even before Daimler, the Tenth Circuit had substantially narrowed general jurisdiction, 

especially as it concerns internet sites.  In Shrader v. Biddinger, 633 F.3d 1235 (10th Cir. 2011) 

the Circuit held that: 

If [it] were to conclude as a general principle that a person’s act of placing 
information on the Internet subjects that person to personal jurisdiction in each 
State in which the information is accessed, then the defense of personal 
jurisdiction, in the sense that a State has geographically limited judicial power, 
would no longer exist.  The person placing information on the Internet would be 
subject to personal jurisdiction in every State. 

Id. at 1240 (quoting ALS Scan, Inc. v. Digital Serv. Consultants, Inc., 293 F.3d 707, 712 (4th Cir. 

2002)).  As to the volume of contact necessary the Shrader3 Court stated: 

In sum, the best general formulation for this niche of the law may have been 
provided by the district court in Oklahoma:  ‘A web site will subject a defendant 
to general personal jurisdiction only when the defendant has actually and 
deliberately used its website to conduct commercial transactions on a sustained 
basis with a substantial number of residents of the forum.’  Smith v. Basin Park 
Hotel, Inc., 178 F.Supp.2d 1225, 1235 (N.D.Okla.2001) (emphasis added). 

Shrader, 633 F. 3d at 1243.  Further, the Circuit observed that “the case law sets the bar quite 

high, absent substantial sales,” and discussed several decisions where a number sales were made, 

but fell short of enough to lodge jurisdiction.  Id. 

                                                 
3 The Court noted several instances where commercial activity resulted in sales in a forum, but 
were inadequate to confer general jurisdiction.  Id. at 1243. 
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B) Specific Jurisdiction 

Specific jurisdiction through the internet requires that the defendant: 

…(1) directs electronic activity into the State, (2) with the manifested intent of 
engaging in business or other interactions with the State, and (3) that activity 
creates, in a person within the State, a potential cause of action cognizable in the 
State’s courts. 

Shrader at 1240-41 (quoting ALS Scan, 293 F.3d at 714).  The Shrader Court stated that, even 

where a claim arises from “actions relating to the site,” “more” is required.  Id. at 1241. 

…in considering what ‘more’ could create personal jurisdiction for such 
activities, courts look to indications that a defendant deliberately directed its 
message at an audience in the forum state and intended harm to the plaintiff 
occurring primarily or particularly in the forum state. 

Id. (emphasis added).  The Response attempts to apply what it claims are “general jurisdiction” 

facts to its “specific jurisdiction” argument.  Shrader held this improper, citing Soma Med. Int’l 

v. Standard Chartered Bank, 196 F.3d 1292, 1297-98 (10th Cir. 1999).  It stated “…web site not 

considered in analysis of specific jurisdiction because claims were not related to it….” 

For specific jurisdiction we look only to the contact out of which the cause of 
action arises—in this case the maintenance of the internet bulletin board. 

Id. at 1243 (quoting Revell v. Lidov, 317 F.3d 467, 472 (5th Cir. 2002)).  Thus, in order to 

establish personal specific jurisdiction over Lee, Plaintiffs would have to show he directed 

personal internet activity to Oklahoma; that he did so with the manifest intent of conducting 

business in this State; that the claim arose from such in-state business, and that Mr. Lee 

“intended harm to the plaintiffs occurring primarily or particularly in” Oklahoma.  Id.  As noted 

below, Plaintiffs have not met any of these standards. 

C) Jurisdiction by Conspiracy 

Because bare allegations of conspiracy made to fix personal jurisdiction can be readily 

abused, the courts require significantly more.  A plaintiff “must offer more than ‘bare 
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allegations’ that a conspiracy existed, and must allege facts that would support a prima facie 

showing of a conspiracy.’”  Shrader, 633 F.3d at 1242 (quoting Melea, Ltd. v. Jawer SA, 511 

F.3d 1060, 1069 (10th Cir. 2007) (internal quotation omitted)).  Indeed, “[f]or jurisdiction based 

on the conspiracy theory of jurisdiction to exist in Oklahoma, and overt act of the conspiracy 

must have taken place in Oklahoma.”  Clark v. Tabin, 400 F. Supp. 2d 1290, 1297 (N.D. Okla. 

2005) (citing Kohler Co. v. Kohler Int’l, Ltd., 196 F. Supp. 2d 690, 697 (N.D. Ill. 2002)).  

Moreover, “[t]he overt act must not just be alleged, but must be shown by affidavit that it likely 

took place.  Mere allegations of conspiracy are insufficient.”  Clark, 400 F. Supp. 2d at 1297 

(citing Baldridge v. McPike, Inc., 466 F.2d 65, 68 (10th Cir. 1972)); see also, Am. Land 

Program, Inc. v. Bonaventura Uitgevers Maatschappij, N.V., 710 F.2d 1449, 1454 (10th Cir. 

1983) (finding that the plaintiff failed to establish personal jurisdiction based on conspiracy 

because the “defendants [] countered [plaintiff’s allegations] by sworn affidavits that no 

conspiracy . . . existed,” and the plaintiff “failed to controvert defendants’ affidavits other than 

by conclusory allegations in is complaint and briefs”). 

III. The Record falls far short of establishing personal jurisdiction. 
 
A. Specific Jurisdiction 
 
The Complaint’s only personal allegation concerning Lee is that he “operates websites 

for the purpose of referring business to Narconon Treatment Centers in exchange for a referral 

fee.”  [Doc. No. 3 at ¶ 113, P. 19.]  Even if this were true (it isn’t), it would not be actionable.  

Thus, apart from “conspiracy” (addressed below), the Complaint alleges no wrongdoing by Lee.  

Moreover, because it alleges “Narconon Treatment Centers” include centers in a multitude of 

states, it makes no allegations (even benign ones) concerning Lee connected to Oklahoma.  [Id. 

at ¶ 112, P. 19.]  The Plaintiffs are national, do not reside in Oklahoma, allege no particular link 
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to it, or that any harm suffered by them was “primarily or particularly” in this State.  [See 

generally Doc. No. 3.]  Indeed, the harm they do allege is by its nature national – internet misuse 

of their logos, trademarks, etc.  Further, Lee is not alleged to have “directed” any website to 

Oklahoma that harmed Plaintiffs.  The Response’s screen shots attached are not Lee’s personal 

websites, they belong to and are maintained by IST or third parties, and do not display Plaintiffs’ 

logos, certifications, or their alleged trademarks.4  [See Doc. No. 246, Doc. No. 191-1 at ¶¶ 4, 8.] 

B.) General Jurisdiction. 
 
As shown above, general jurisdiction requires the Plaintiffs to establish that Mr. Lee’s 

Oklahoma contacts are so ‘continuous and systematic’ to render him essentially at home here, 

and that they must be considered in context with the volume of his business activities outside 

Oklahoma.  As to internet activity, Plaintiffs had to show “commercial transactions on a 

sustained basis with a substantial number of residents” of Oklahoma.  With this Motion, Mr. Lee 

submitted an Affidavit that stated, among other things: 

I am an Indiana resident.  I have never had a residence in Oklahoma or a 
telephone listing in Oklahoma.  I have never owned any real or personal property 
in Oklahoma.  Apart from a period when I was a client at Narconon Arrowhead in 
approximately the 2006-2007 timeframe, and possibly a single return trip to a 
graduate social function, I have never been to Oklahoma.  The time I spent at 
Narconon Arrowhead was not business activity.  I have never transacted any 
personal business in Oklahoma. 
 
Intervention Services and Technologies, Inc. (“IST”) is a separate and distinct 
legal entity from me.  All websites that concern IST are owned, operated, and 
paid for by IST.  Any business contacts by IST with Oklahoma are those of IST, 
and not me personally…. 
 
I do not personally operate any websites.  Any websites for which I might be 
listed as contact are registered to, owned, and paid for by IST. 
 
As shown below, the Response materially mischaracterizes the evidence it submits, and it 

                                                 
4 Even where a website displays violations of a plaintiff’s intellectual property rights in a given 
state, that alone will not fix jurisdiction. 
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is the evidence – not Plaintiffs’ spin – that is important.  However, even if such characterizations 

were accepted as true, Plaintiffs would still fall far short of the required standard.  The Response 

claims:  1.)  “David Lee is the registrant of the website www.interventionservicesinc.com;”2.) 

That IST’s website says:  “No matter where you are or where you came from, we can help… We 

provide experience, professional intervention services all around North America;” 3.) That Lee 

“reiterated” IST’s “national marketing effort and link to all Narconon entities;” 4.) That IST’s 

“generalized national marketing plan has a specialized link to Oklahoma;” 5.) That Lee “had 

repeated calls with Kent McGregor,” (an Oklahoma resident) paid McGregor $1,000 - $2,000 for 

certifications (that are not the subject of the Complaint, which never refers to any problem with 

Lee’s certifications) and did other certifications through McGregor’s company (also not the 

subject of the Complaint), The Pita Group; 6.) That Lee does interventions “nationwide;” 7.) 

That Lee and Narconon were the biggest provider of interventions for every Narconon in North 

America; and, 8.) That Lee was once a client/staff member at the only Oklahoma Narconon.5 

Even if these (highly spun) characterizations of evidence were true, they wouldn’t 

approach “general jurisdiction.”  They would only mean that Lee is a corporate officer of a 

separate Indiana entity that had an internet “generalized national marketing plan” with a “link to 

Oklahoma,” and that Lee “reiterated” this was true.  Additionally, that Lee had conversation with 

Oklahoma residents (McGregor and his company, The Pita Group) that led to “certifications” 

that are not complained of, that Lee and IST did some unspecified number of interventions in 

Oklahoma as part of “nationwide business,” and that Lee once sought treatment at and for an 

                                                 
5 The Response also claims:  “Lee admitted to the particular activities complained of… in 
conjunction with an Oklahoma resident and company.”  However, no record cite is made for this 
statement.  “Ex. 9” to the Response says only there were some IST website references that Lee 
should have, but didn’t update.  It says nothing concerning Oklahoma, and states there was no 
“collusion” with Narconon, or even any ongoing business between Narconon and IST.  [Doc. 
No. 246-9 at ¶ 10.] 
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unspecified time, was “staff” at an Oklahoma facility.  Even these characterizations show 

virtually no business activity by Lee in Oklahoma. 

It was clear that this smattering of activity would not make Lee “essentially at home” in 

this State, constitute “continuous and systematic contact,” of any kind, or show that any 

Oklahoma contacts by Lee were greater than Lee’s general, national business.  Indeed, they 

would show no internet business activity in Oklahoma by Lee. 

Moreover, the Response’s characterizations of the evidence it submits is often inaccurate.  

Though the Response attempts to make much of the website screen shots it attaches, the 

following is true of every one of them:  1.) they are IST sites,6 not personal sites (they do not 

advertise services by Mr. Lee as an individual, and refer to him only in connection with his role 

at IST, e.g., a “founder”); 2.) there is no display of Plaintiffs’ “logos, trademarks or 

certifications,” and Plaintiffs are never mentioned or referred to in any way; 3.) they are not 

interactive and cannot be used to sell products or services (instead, they provide a toll-free 

number and email address for contacting IST, the corporate entity);  and, 4.) except in one 

instance (described below) they do not mention Oklahoma.  

The Response strains to claim evidence that Mr. Lee has done interventions in this State.  

He has not.  Lee has affirmed that he has never done an intervention or any other business in 

Oklahoma.  [Ex. 1 at ¶ 4.]  The Response seeks to muddy the point by characterizing Lee’s 

statement that “we,” i.e., IST, has done interventions “nationwide” as somehow meaning that Lee 

                                                 
6 Plaintiffs have also attached third-party owned and operated “forum” sites.  [Doc. Nos. 246-4, 
246-5.] 
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has done interventions in Oklahoma.7  Even IST’s Oklahoma interventions have been very few, 

and done by people it sent into the State from elsewhere.  Id. 

Mr. McGregor and PITA “made repeated calls” to Indiana soliciting business, and on two 

occasions either he or his wife went to Indiana and performed “training” and “testing,” for which 

he was paid $1,000 – $2,000.  [Doc. No. 191-1 at ¶ 6, Doc. No. 246-9 at ¶¶ 2-3.]  Two 

certifications resulted.  One has nothing to do with the Plaintiffs; the other is not referred to in 

the Complaint.  [Doc. 191-1 at ¶¶ 6-7, Doc. No. 246-9 at ¶¶ 4, 5, 8.] 

Plaintiffs’ Response presents no evidence adequate to establish personal jurisdiction of 

Mr. Lee.  Plaintiffs’ “conspiracy” allegations are much too bare and inspecific to confer 

jurisdiction.  Moreover, the evidence submitted by Plaintiffs and Lee refute conspiracy, and this 

is treated as refuting jurisdiction, where (as here) no affidavit showing conspiracy is submitted.  

[See Doc. No. 246-9, ¶ 10; Ex. 1 at ¶ 10; and PP. 5-6.] 

                                                 
7 Mr. Lee has clarified through further Affidavit submitted herewith [of David S. Lee] [Ex. A] 
that:  

6. In my email, attached as Exhibit 9 to Plaintiffs’ Response and Incorporated Brief 
in Opposition to Defendant David Lee’s Motion to Dismiss (Plaintiffs’ 
Response), when I used the term “we” in discussing the certification process with 
Kent McGregor, I was referring to IST.  Further, in paragraphs 6 and 7 of the 
same email, where I discuss ceasing referrals to and interventions for Narconon, 
when I used the term “we,” I was referring to IST. 

7. In my forum posting, attached as Exhibit 4 to Plaintiffs’ Response, when I posted, 
“Within 7 years, we kept expanding and were eventually the largest provider of 
interventions for Narconons…,” in using the term “we,” I was referring to IST 
and its intervention services.  Narconon has locations in many other states than 
Oklahoma. 

8. IST ceased performing interventions for Narconon approximately two years ago.   
9. I was a client during my time at Narconon Arrowhead, and was never on staff at 

Arrowhead.   
10. I never intended, in any way, to misuse or violate Plaintiffs’ rights in their mark, 

certifications, or logos.  Further, I never discussed this kind of activity with 
anyone.   

[Ex. 1 at ¶¶ 6-10.] 
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      Respectfully Submitted, 

      s/Richard P. Hix     
Richard P. Hix, OBA No. 4241 
Alison A. Verret, OBA No. 20741 
McAfee & Taft, P.C. 
1717 S. Boulder Ave., Ste. 900 
Tulsa, OK 74119 
Phone 918.587.0000; Fax 918.599.9317 
richard.hix@mcafeetaft.com 
alison.verret@mcafeetaft.com 
Attorneys for Defendant, David S. Lee  
 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
 
 I herby certify that on July 21, 2014, I electronically transmitted the above document to 
the Clerk of Court using the ECF System for filing and transmittal of a Notice of Electronic 
Filing to the following ECF registrants: 
 

David R. Keesling 
David@KLGattorneys.com 

Stacie L. Hixon 
slh@steidley-neal.com  

Heidi L. Shadid 
Heidi@KLGattorneys.com  

Colin H. Tucker 
ctucker@rhodesokla.com 

Sloane Ryan Lile 
sloane@klgattorneys.com  

Denelda L. Richardson 
drichardsoncourts@rhodesokla.com  

Donald M. Bingham 
don_bingham@riggsabney.com  

John H. Tucker 
jtuckercourts@rhodesokla.com  

M. David Riggs 
driggs@riggsabney.com  

Kerry R. Lewis 
klewis@rhodesokla.com  

Wm. Gregory James 
gjames@riggsabney.com  

David L. Bryant 
dbryant@gablelaw.com  

Charles D. Neal, Jr. 
cdn@steidley-neal.com  

Amelia A. Fogleman 
afogleman@gablelaw.com  

Rachel D. Parrilli 
rdp@steidley-neal.com  

David E. Keglovits 
dkeglovits@gablelaw.com  

 
       s/Richard P. Hix     
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